"Lord of Flies" Seems
Compelling, Original Film
by Paul Javors

William Golding's world of Lord of Flies is a deeply moving and original topic. The novel is based on the assumption that human civilization is a product of a highly complicated biological evolution. The book is a study of the nature of man and the origin of society. The story is told in a very realistic and objective way, which makes it a very interesting read.

The plot of the story is very simple. The novel is divided into two parts, the first part is the story of the boys on the island, and the second part is the story of the boys and the adult. The first part is very realistic and very convincing. The second part is much more speculative and less convincing.

The theme of the novel is very interesting. It is a study of the nature of man and the origin of society. The novel is a very realistic and objective study of the nature of man and the origin of society.
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Pressing of Complaints Matter of Conscience

Since this year has begun, the question of the newspaper's continuing conflict with Dean Hartley has come up from time to time. The administration has tried to examine the relationship of newspaper to administration. The administration had agreed that the student newspaper is to provide the students with a "newspaper of their own," which will present on a weekly basis the latest news and events at the particular college or university. Which will be of interest. We are quoting from史前 the constitution which was approved by Student Senate.

The job of the administration is to run the university. We hope this will be done efficiently, without flaw, and fairly.

The conflict between any student newspaper which attempts to represent the problems of the student body and the administration of the particular college or university arises when the students begin to investigate historic white washers in a University, such as our own.

It is not our job to run the University, but the job of the administration is to run the University. So long as the students and a right to present and discuss the problems on the whole and in part to the students and a right to present a forum for the discussion of the problems of students.

It is in fulfilling this role of presenting complete and major viewpoints that leads in major degree of honor to the universities as a whole because we are aware of our weaknesses, we have been on occasion called irresponsible. These viewpoints are supposed to go through endless hours of inconclusive arguments, red tape, and the other jargon of administration.

We are full-time students, our administration is full-time administrators. We do not have a week to spend on such problem, especially if we are in the past, weeks of effort have been in vain, for it seems strange to us that the things we students complain about currently are being complained about when our Senator numbers were fresher, and in most cases, long before any current student administration.

We can see no reason, except that why so one realized that registration sought to be delayed. It was, why so one asked for the reason in the first place.

Although clauselate in the 21-hour hour is scheduled for Friday night, or why we still want sparse. Quite as sparse, for others our words seem like so much crying in the wind. But, fear not, we shall not despair.

It seems that a few rather careless mistakes were made in the registration department, and it stacks up to one. If the process of making sure people are registered for classes.

One reason why a few rather careless mistakes were made in the registration department, and it stacks up to one. If the process of making sure people are registered for classes.

To get to attend this weekend's performance of the play, the Iliad, which will be of interest. We are quoting from the announcement of the Iliad, which will be of interest. We are quoting from the announcement of the Iliad, which will be of interest. We are quoting from the announcement of the Iliad, which will be of interest.

In the past, our efforts have been wasted in the good day, and have been changed, and that our efforts must be made in the good day, and have been changed, and that our efforts must be made in the good day, and have been changed, and that our efforts must be made in the good day, and have been changed.

We hope the answer does not turn out to be a repeat of last week's debate.

Campus Playhouse presents: The Iliad

Dean Hartley and other members of the Student Union Organization (S.U. Organization) have announced that tickets are now available for the play, The Iliad, which will be performed this weekend.

Since ballots were handed out indiscriminately, the members of the Student Union Organization (S.U. Organization) have announced that tickets are now available for the play, The Iliad, which will be performed this weekend.

Handing out ballots in the peristyle, and we shall not despair. However, next March might just mean we have to be a bit more careful.

Perhaps we should despair, for often our words seem like so much crying in the wind. But, fear not, we shall not despair.

On the night of the play, the Student Union Organization (S.U. Organization) will be running a raffle, with tickets available at the door. The raffle will be open to all students, and the winner will receive a prize.

The play is directed by Professor John Smith, and the cast includes several talented students, including David Lee, who plays the role of Achilles. The play is set in ancient Greece, and the story follows the events leading up to the Trojan War.
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HAPPINESS CAN'T BUY MONEY

With little need so scantly as the time, even more so the money, you can count on, you would do well to consider the sense of Leland.

Leland, the son of an ample and security-loving father, lived by his own means. His father had taught him to be independent and self-reliant, and Leland thrived on it. At age 18, he decided to travel to Europe to explore and learn from the world.

The journey was a turning point in Leland's life. He was exposed to different cultures, languages, and ways of living. Leland realized that happiness cannot be bought or earned, but rather, it is a state of mind that one must cultivate and maintain. He returned to the United States, determined to build a life that would allow him to live in harmony with his values and principles.

In Leland's travels, he came across a young woman named Anna Livia. Their love story was a reflection of the trials and tribulations of the times. Their relationship was a true test of their commitment to each other, and they vowed to stay together through thick and thin.

Leland and Anna Livia spent their lives working together to create a better future for themselves and those around them. They believed in the power of love, and they lived their lives accordingly, always putting others before themselves. Their story is a testament to the enduring power of love and the ability of true believers to make a difference in the world.
Favored Potter Tops APA 13-6 To Win League Title

APA Beats Waterbury; Takes 'Pigmy' League Title

HAMMING IT UP

by Ray Hamilton

in the second half, APA finally realized its potential, seizing control of the game and capitalizing on it to win the title. In the first half, APA's performance was tepid, with a score of 3-3 at the half. However, in the second half, APA began to assert itself, and its performance was enlivened by a series of高效 passing plays and a strong ground game. The game was played in front of a enthusiastic crowd, which provided a boost to APA's spirits.
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Frosh Upset No. Adams State 5-3

Season Record Now Even at 3-3

State University News. Friday, November 1, 1963. Page 7

HARRIERS ARE HEADED FOR NCAA NATIONAL MEET

Country's Top Teams Represented

Coach Is Optimistic Over Chances

In an exclusive interview to the S. U. News last Tuesday night R. K. Munsey revealed plans to send a state U. at Albany team to the 6th Annual NCAA Division National Championship Cross Country Meet. The meet is to be held on the Chicago, Golf Club Course with W. C. H. Cookies also mentioned that with the beat of knowledge it is expected that the Albany State team to compete in an NCAA championship.

The team will fly Albany to New York where it will take a jet and continue on to Chicago. At Chicago they will be met by officials of the meet and taken to their hotel. On Friday, November 15th they will have the opportunity to run on a course, a mile run, wind blowing through the course will be running on pavement. Track shoes with spikes are being brought into use to improve their chances. Saturday, the 16th, the meet will be run.

Coach Munsey has been taking his squad to Albany Municipal Golf Course to acquaint them with running on grass. When asked about the caliber of the teams at the NCAA he said, "They will be the cream of the cake of the country." He expects forty teams to compete as compared to twelve or last year. Commenting on Tom Robinson's chances at the meet he said,"On any given day Tom could be in the top fifteen." The top fifteen finishers are eligible for the University division pace to be held at East Lansing, Michigan. The first five will receive gold, plus medals. The second five will receive silver and medals. The third five will receive bronze. Bobby has been mentioned this year and great hope is put for hope for a State medal winner.
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Outstanding plays like this by Pittsburgh goalie were new reason for Pittsburgh victory.

The top fifteen finishers are eligible for the University division pace to be held at East Lansing, Michigan. The first five will receive gold, plus medals. The second five will receive silver and medals. The third five will receive bronze. Bobby has been mentioned this year and great hope is put for hope for a State medal winner.
A Few Scenes From 'Theft in Two Acts' Review by Paul Jarvis

The scenes that made up 'Theft in Two Acts' contained most of the elements of a thriller, but as the audience left the auditorium, they were left with a feeling of frustration.

The scenes opened with an attempt to attract the audience's attention. The characters were introduced and their backgrounds were sketched out. However, the dialog was stilted and the characters' actions did not seem to be motivated by the plot.

In the second scene, the characters gathered in a bar and began to discuss their plans. The audience was able to follow the plot better, but the characters' actions were still not entirely convincing. The dialog was also more convincing, but it still lacked a sense of urgency.

In the third scene, the characters were captured by the police and were interrogated. The audience was able to follow the plot better, but the characters' actions were still not entirely convincing. The dialog was also more convincing, but it still lacked a sense of urgency.

Throughout the play, the audience was able to follow the plot better, but the characters' actions were still not entirely convincing. The dialog was also more convincing, but it still lacked a sense of urgency.

The scenes ended with a cliffhanger that left the audience wondering what would happen next. However, the audience was left with a feeling of frustration, as the scenes did not provide enough information to make sense of the plot.

The scenes contained most of the elements of a thriller, but as the audience left the auditorium, they were left with a feeling of frustration. The characters' actions were not entirely convincing, and the plot lacked a sense of urgency. The scenes ended with a cliffhanger that left the audience wondering what would happen next, but the audience was left with a feeling of frustration.